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SpooliT Enterprise Product Information
SpooliT Enterprise is designed to enable companies to download, archive, and
reformat spool files into common PC formats, then distribute iSeries and AS/400
reports automatically. This produces a new range of business options that both
reduce workflow demands and create new ways to serve customers
Discover capabilities you never thought possible without intense administration!
With SpooliT you can easily identify mission critical data, save these definitions
as templates, and most importantly reuse these to directly feed PC applications
such as Excel.
At the heart of SpooliT resides an intuitive rules based engine with the versatility
to create archiving rules, categorization rules, distribution rules, data mining and
extraction rules. Dynamically monitor any number of iSeries 400 output queues,
this enhances transparency and create SpooliT schedules to automate jobs.

End User Friendly
Intuitive Interface

SpooliT Enterprise edition offers an unlimited site licence, for each iSeries or
AS400. Install any combination of SpooliT products for any number of users.

Automatically File, Format & Output Spools Files to:

Immediately enhance
your workflow
Fax

Archive

+Much
More

SpooliT Enterprise delivers an incredible range of benefits:
Automatically send e-mails and fax reports to anyone, anywhere, anytime!
Schedule SpooliT to perform automatic archives or any other AS/400/iSeries jobs.
Point and click, drop, drag reporting for "quick" export or import of spool files
Includes the powerful ability to create and save designer export templates
Archives and indexes spool files in a compressed easy searchable format
Archive your documents to a PC Drive, CD-ROM or another AS/400/iSeries
Re-print archived AS400/iSeries reports to any Printer Queue
Archived reports support IPDS printing allowing special fonts or bar-codes
Export files directly to your Intranet/the Internet or FTP server or DMZ!
Win. Explorer style GUI with a proven and robust Client/Server architecture
Communicate via TCP/IP - No routers or client access necessary
All processing is performed on the PC client on any Windows Platform
Manage documents across multiple AS/400's and iSeries computers

Intelligence in document management
For intelligent document management go to sales@spoolit.net or http://www.SpooliT.net
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